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Previous Phrase Mining/Chunking Models

q Identifying and understanding quality phrases from context is a
fundamental task in text mining.

q Quality phrases refer to informative multi-word sequences that “appear 
consecutively in the text, forming a complete semantic unit in certain 
contexts or the given document” [1].

Scientific 
Papers

News
Articles

Expected Results
data mining
machine learning
information retrieval
…
support vector machine
…

Expected Results
US President
Anderson Cooper
Barack Obama
…
Obama administration
…

[1] Geoffrey Finch. 2016. Linguistic terms and concepts. Macmillan International Higher Education
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Why Phrase Mining?

w/o phrase mining w/ phrase mining

q Applications in NLP, IR, Text Mining
q Text Classification
q Indexing in search engine

q Keyphrases for topic modeling
q Text Summarization

q What’s “United”?
q Who’s “Dao”?

q United Airline!
q David Dao!
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Previous Phrase Mining/Chunking Models

q Statistics-based models (TopMine, SegPhrase, AutoPhrase)
q only work for frequent phrases, ignore valuable infrequent / emerging 

phrases
q Tagging-based models (Spacy, StanfordNLP)
q do not have requirements for frequency
q require expensive and unscalable sentence-level annotations for model 

training
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Different Types of Supervisions

q Supervision
q Human annotation
q expensive, hard to scale to larger corpora and new domains

q Distant supervision
q tend to produce incomplete labels due to context-agnostic matching
q e.g. “Heat [island effect] is found to be ...”
q e.g. “Biomedical [data mining] is an important task where ...”

q tend to match popular phrases, which form a small seen 
phrase vocabulary

q easy for an embedding-based system to memorize / overfit
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Framework of UCPhrase

q Silver Label Generation + Attention Map-based Span Prediction
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Silver Label Generation
q How do human readers accumulate new phrases?

q even without any prior knowledge we can recognize these consistently used patterns 
from a document

q e.g., task name, method name, dataset name, concepts in a publication
q e.g., human name, organization, locations in a news article

q Mining core phrases as silver labels
q independently mine max word sequential patterns within each document
q with each document as context
q preserve contextual completeness (“biomedical data mining” vs. “data mining”)
q avoid potential noises from propagating to the entire corpus
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Surface-Agnostic Feature Generation
q What’s wrong with traditional embedding-based features?
q embedding features are word identifiable -- it tells you which word you are looking 

at
q easy to rigidly memorize all seen phrases / words in the training set / dictionary
q fail to generalize to unseen phrases

q Good features for phrase recognition should be
q agnostic to word surface names (so the model cannot rely on rigid memorization)
q reveal the role that the span plays in the entire sentence (look at sentence structure

rather than phrase names)
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Attention Map

q Extract knowledge directly from a pre-trained language model
q the attention map of a sentence vividly visualizes its inner structure
q high quality phrases should have distinct attention patterns from 

ordinary spans
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Phrase Tagging as Image Classification
q Viewing the generated feature as a 144-channel image of size K*K
q train a lightweight 2-layer CNN model for binary classification: is a phrase or not
q why CNN: capture word interactions (attentions) from various ranges, also fast for 

training and inference
q Efficient implementation
q only train the CNN module, without fine-tuning LM
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Quantitative Evaluation
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LM-based Unsupervised Constituency Parsing

q Represent discrete parsing tree as a distance sequence (given by a 
distance estimator)

q Distance information helps inject the parsing tree structure into encoder 
training via the MLM loss
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Challenges With Current LM-Based Methods

q The distance estimator is randomly initialized 
q yield suboptimal information for the encoder in the cold start phase
q lead to suboptimal parsing accuracy due to error accumulation

q The token reconstruction task (MLM) mainly relies on the aggregation of 
local information, thus can hardly guide the model to manage high-level 
structures across long distances

q Example: The prediction of “longest” mainly depends on its neighbor “river”
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Phrase-Regularized Warm-Up

q Warm up the distance estimator via unsupervised extracted phrases
q Can use any phrase tagger (e.g., UCPhrase)

q Encourage the average intra-phrase distance to be smaller than the 
average phrase boundary distance through a margin loss
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Phrase-Guided Masked Language Modeling

q Given a sentence with tagged local 
phrases, sample a subset of them 
phrases to be excluded from being 
masked out

q By doing so, we try to push the model 
out of its comfort zone of local structure 
learning, and encourage it to focus 
more on how the local constituents are 
connected
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Results

q Phrase-guided masked language modeling 
(PMLM) and phrase-regularized warm-up 
(PRW) both help improve the performance of 
existing LM-based parsers
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Motivation

q Named entity recognition (NER) is a fundamental task in NLP with a 
wide spectrum of applications

q question answering

q knowledge base construction

q dialog systems

q …

q Deep neural models have achieved enormous success for NER

q However, a common bottleneck of training deep learning models is the 
acquisition of abundant high-quality human annotations (every entity in 
the sequence needs to be labeled!)
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Few-shot NER
q Current NER models are trained for a series of fixed categories 

(e.g., PERSON, LOCATION, etc.) using large amounts of labeled data.
q Few-shot NER learns to transfer to new domains/categories with only a 

few training examples.
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Our Empirical Study on Three Directions
q We explore three directions to improve the generalization ability 

of models in limited NER data settings.
q Prototype Methods (P) : A training objective typically used in few-

shot learning setting to represent each class as a prototype
q Noisy Supervised Pretraining (NSP)
q Self-Training (ST)
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Noisy Supervised Pretraining 
q Generic representations via self-supervised pre-trained language models 

are pre-trained with the task of randomly masked token prediction.
q The goal of NER: Identifying named entities as emphasized tokens 

and assigning labels to them. –> Outweigh the representations of 
entities for NER.

q Noisy Supervised Pretraining (NSP): Let the feature extractor model learn 
a discriminative NER space
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Noisy Supervised Pretraining 
q The WiFine[1] dataset: 113 entity types; over 50 million sentences.

Wikipedia
(6.8GB)

CONLL-
2003 OntoNER …

Research 
Topic NER NER NER

# Entity 
Types 113 4 18

# Entity 
Instances

70,000,000
+ 23,499 11,066

# Training 
Sent.

52,000,000
+ 14,041 8,528

# Training 
Token.

1,300,000,
000+ 203,621 147,724

Target
[1] Transforming Wikipedia into a Large-Scale Fine-Grained Entity Type 
Corpus. Abbas Ghaddar, Philippe Langlais, 2018
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Self-Training
q Learn teacher model θ_tea via cross-entropy loss with labeled tokens.
q Generate soft labels using a teacher model on unlabeled tokens.

q Learn a student model θ_stu via cross entropy loss on both labeled and 
unlabeled tokens.
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Experiments
q We collect 10 benchmark datasets for evaluating the model.
q The reason that we use multiple datasets across different domains is that 

they contain various entity types that could not be covered by 
the pretraining dataset.
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Fine-tuning on Unseen Tasks 

Columns: Different Models
LC: Linear Classifier + PLM
NSP: Noisy Supervised 
Pretraining
P: Prototype-based Objective
ST: Self-Training

Rows: Different Tasks
5-shot: 5 example sentences for 
each entity type
10%: only use 10 percent of 
training data
100%: use all training data

Observations: 1. Noisy supervised pretraining creates a better discriminative 
NER space, leading to better results in most datasets.
2. Prototype-based methods can be better than linear classifier when the size of 
both labels and entity types are small.
3. Self-training methods that leverage unlabeled data constantly improve the 
results.
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Limitations of current pipeline 

q Current approaches have not fully utilized the power of PLMs
representation models that predict entity types based on entity 
instance representations
the generation power of PLMs acquired through extensive general-
domain pretraining can be exploited to generate new entity 
instances
model can be trained with more instances for better generalization
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Overall Framework of ALIGNIE (Automatic Label 
Interpretation and Generating New Instance for Entity typing)

(Left): With a given type label 
hierarchy, an entity type 
interpretation module relates all the 
words in the vocabulary with the 
label hierarchy by a correlation 
matrix.

(Middle): An entity typing classifier 
maps the word probability at the 
[MASK] position to type probability 
using the correlation matrix.

(Right): A type-based contextualized 
instance generator uses an entity 
mention and its predicted type to 
construct a template for new instance 
generation to augment the training 
set.
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PLM-based Instance Generator

q E.g., a newspaper entity “New York Times” more newspaper names

[Context]. New York Times, as well as [MASK] [MASK] [MASK], is a newspaper.
Generation Template :

Entity Mention # ranges from
1 to the length of original 
entity mention

Predicted by 
Entity Type 
Classifier
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Multi-Token Instance Generation

q We generate candidate instances by filling in one blank at each step 
(sampled from the output distribution), and recursively predict the 
other blanks conditioned on the already filled blanks.

E.g.

The next blank to be 
filled in is randomly 
selected, therefore the 
order is not always from 
left to right.

The conditional 
probability at each 
step
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Generated New instances based on predicted types 
of example entities

q Multi-token instances
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Main Results

q Prompt-based results have higher performance than vanilla fine-tuning in few-shot 
settings. In fully supervised settings, however, fine-tuning performs a little better than 
prompt-based MLM.

q ALIGNIE can even outperform fully supervised setting on OntoNotes and BBN, but 
cannot on Few-NERD. This is because the training set of OntoNotes and BBN are 
automatically inferred from external knowledge bases, and can contain much noise.
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Outline

q Phrase Mining

q Constituency Parsing

q Named Entity Recognition (NER)

q Few-shot NER

q Distantly-supervised NER

q Distantly-Supervised Named Entity Recognition with Noise-Robust 

Learning and Language Model Augmented Self-Training [EMNLP’2021]

q Taxonomy Construction
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Challenge
q The biggest challenge of distantly-supervised NER is that the distant supervision 

may induce incomplete and noisy labels, because

q the distant supervision source has limited coverage of the entity mentions in 
the target corpus

q some entities can be matched to multiple types in the knowledge bases---
such ambiguity cannot be resolved by the context-free matching process

q Straightforward application of supervised learning will lead to deteriorated 
model performance, as neural models have the strong capacity to fit to the given 
(noisy) data
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RoSTER

q RoSTER: Distantly-Supervised Named Entity Recognition with Noise-
Robust Learning and Language Model Augmented Self-Training [EMNLP’21]
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Method

q Noise-Robust Learning: Why straightforward application of supervised 
NER learning on noisy data is bad?

q When the labels are noisy, training with the Cross Entropy (CE) loss can 
cause overfitting to the wrongly-labeled tokens

q Generalized Cross Entropy Loss (GCE)

q Rationale: Since our loss function is noise-robust, the learned model will 
be dominated by the correct majority in the distant labels instead of 
quickly overfitting to label noise; if the model prediction disagrees with 
some given labels, they are potentially wrong

Only use reliable labels 
(model prediction agrees)
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Method

q Contextualized Augmentations with PLMs

q Randomly mask out 15% of tokens in the original sequence

q Feed the partially masked sequence into the pre-trained RoBERTa model

q Augmented sequence is created by sampling from the MLM output 
probability for each token

q Further enforce the label-preserving constraint:

q sample only from the top-5 terms of MLM outputs

q if the original token is capitalized or is a subword, so should the 
augmented one
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Experiment Results

q Main Results
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What is a Taxonomy?

❑ Taxonomy is a hierarchical organization of concepts
❑ Taxonomy can benefit many knowledge-rich applications
❑ Knowledge Organization, Document Categorization, Recommender 

System …

Wikipedia Category MeSH Amazon Product Category

artefact

Motor vehicle

motorcargo-kart truck

hatch-back compact gas guzzler

WordNet



❑ Compared to instance-based taxonomy (e.g., WordNet), clustering-based 
taxonomy has wider semantic coverage and facilitates 
clearer understanding of concepts.

❑ We focus on introducing clustering-based taxonomy construction in this 
tutorial.

44

Clustering-based Taxonomy 



Multi-faceted Taxonomy Construction
❑ Limitations of existing taxonomy:
❑ A generic taxonomy with fixed “is-a” relation between nodes
❑ Fail to adapt to users’ specific interest in special areas by dominating the hierarchical 

structure of irrelevant terms
❑ Multi-faceted Taxonomy
❑ One facet only reflects a certain kind of relation between parent and child nodes in a 

user-interested field.

Relation: IsSubfieldOf Relation: IsLocatedIn45



Two stages in constructing a complete taxonomy

❑ Taxonomy Construction with Minimal User Guidance
❑ Use a set of entities (possibly a seed taxonomy in a small scale) and 

unstructured text data to build a taxonomy organized by certain 
relations

❑ Taxonomy Expansion
❑ Update an already constructed taxonomy by attaching new items to a 

suitable node on the existing taxonomy. This step is useful since 
reconstructing a new taxonomy from scratch can be resource-consuming.

46
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Seed-Guided Topical Taxonomy Construction
❑ Previous clustering-based methods generate generic topical taxonomies which cannot 

satisfy user’s specific interest in certain areas and relations. Countless irrelevant terms 
and fixed “is-a” relations dominate the instance taxonomy.

❑ We study the problem of seed-guided topical taxonomy construction, where user gives 
a seed taxonomy as guidance, and a more complete topical taxonomy is generated from 
text corpus, with each node represented by a cluster of terms (topics). 

Input 1: Seed Taxonomy

Root

Dessert

Seafood

Cake Ice-cream

Root
Food
Bread
Beef
Soup

Dessert

Seafood
Dressing 

Mixed_greens
Goat cheese

Lettuce
Tomato

Salad
Dressing 

Mixed greens
Goat cheese

Lettuce
Tomato

Dessert
Cake

Pudding
Sugar
Mochi

Caramel

Output: Topical TaxonomyInput 2: Corpus

Oysters
Oysters

Fresh Oysters
Raw Oysters

Shellfish
Fried Oysters

Crabs
Crabs

King Crabs
Snow Crabs
Stone Crabs
Crab Legs

Crab
Crowfish
Shrimp
Sashimi
Scallop

Oysters
Fresh Oysters
Raw Oysters

Shellfish
Fried Oysters

Cake
Creme Brûlée

Tiramisu
Chocolate Cake

Cheesecake
Bread Pudding

Creme Brûlée
Tiramisu

Chocolate Cake
Cheesecake

Bread Pudding

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

User

Cake
Pudding
Sugar
Mochi

Caramel

Crabs
King Crabs
Snow Crabs
Stone Crabs
Crab Legs

Food
Menu

Course
Lunch
Dinner

A user might want to learn 
about concepts in a certain 
aspect (e.g., food or 
research areas) from a 
corpus. He wants to know 
more about other kinds of 
food. 

48



CoRel: Seed-Guided Topical Taxonomy Construction by 
Concept Learning and Relation Transferring [KDD'20]

Step 1: Learn a relation classifier and transfer the relation upwards to discover common root concepts of
existing topics. 
Step 2: Transfer the relation downwards to find new topics/subtopics as child nodes of root/topics.
Step 3: Learn a discriminative embedding space to find distinctive terms for each concept node in the
taxonomy.

Step 1: Relation 
transferring upwards

Root

Dessert

Seafood

Cake Ice-cream Crab
Oyster

Char siu
Sausage

Lunch

Dessert
Cake

Pudding

Seafood
Shrimp
Crab

Pork
Roasted-

pork

Cake
Chocolate Cake

Cheesecake

Ice-cream
Sundae

Milkshake

Char siu
Pork bun

Chasu

Sausage
Bacon
Ham

Food Dish

Step 2: Relation 
transferring downwards

Step 3: Concept learning for generating 
topical clusters

Dessert
Seafood

Cake Ice-cream

Lunch Food Dish

Dessert

Seafood

Cake
Ice-cream

Lunch Food Dish

Pork

49



Relation Learning

q We adopt a pre-trained deep language model to learn a relation classifier with only the user-
given parent-child (<p,c>) pairs.

q Training samples: We generate relation statements from the corpus as training samples for this
classifier. We assume that if a pair of <p,c> co-occurs in a sentence in the corpus, then that 
sentence implies their relation.

Linear Layer + Softmax

 

Pre-trained Language Model

[CLS] We don’t serve [MASK] today ( except for [MASK] ) . [SEP]

We don’t serve desserts today ( except for ice_cream ) .

   E1     E2   

 [MASK]                              [MASK] 

E1      E2
R0 R1 R2

 

R0

R1

R2 Concatenation

E2      E1
No user-

interested 
relation

50



Relation Transferring
q We first transfer the relation upwards to discover possible root nodes (e.g., “Lunch” and

“Food”). This is because the root node would have more general contexts for us to find 
connections with potential new topics.

q We extract a list of parent nodes for each seed topic using the relation classifier. The 
common parent nodes shared by all user-given topics are treated as root nodes.

q To discover new topics (e.g, Pork), we transfer the relation downwards from these root
nodes.

Step 1: Relation 
transferring upwards

Root

Dessert

Seafood

Cake Ice-cream Crab
Oyster

Char siu
Sausage

Lunch

Dessert
Cake

Pudding

Seafood
Shrimp
Crab

Pork
Roasted-

pork

Cake
Chocolate Cake

Cheesecake

Ice-cream
Sundae

Milkshake

Char siu
Pork bun

Chasu

Sausage
Bacon
Ham

Food Dish

Step 2: Relation 
transferring downwards

Step 3: Concept learning for generating 
topical clusters

Dessert
Seafood

Cake Ice-cream

Lunch Food Dish

Dessert

Seafood

Cake
Ice-cream

Lunch Food Dish

Pork
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Concept Learning

q Subtopics should satisfy the following two constraints:

q 1. must belong to representative words of that parent topic.

q 2. must share parallel relations with given seed taxonomy.

q Learn a discriminative embedding space, so that each concept is surrounded by its
representative terms.

q Therefore, we leverage a weakly-supervised text embedding framework to
discriminate concepts in the embedding space, and this algorithm will be introduced in 
the next section. 
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Qualitative Results

*

Machine Learning Data Mining Natural Language Processing

Support vector 
machines

Decision 
Trees

Neural 
Networks

Text 
Mining

Web 
Mining

Association 
Rule Mining

Named Entity 
Recognition

Machine 
Translation

Information 
Extraction

*

Image Processing
 Image analysis
Edge detection
Machine vision

Image enhancement
Medical imaging

Pattern Recognition
Pattern recognition

Pattern classification
Feature extraction
Image recognition

Image classification

Computer Security
Authentication 

Information security
Pki

Cryptographic 
Key management

Machine Learning
Statistical machine learning

Supervised learning
Ensemble learning
Transfer learning

Meta-learning

Database
Databases

Repositories 
Biological database 

Object database
Relational database

Data Mining
 KDD

Knowledge discovery
Data analysis
Text mining

Cluster analysis

Information Retrieval
 Text retrieval

Document retrieval
IR

Retrieval models
Retrieval systems

Hand-writing Recognition
 Hand-written characters

Chinese characters
Character recognition
Signature verification 

ocr

Person Identification
Personal identification

Biometrics
Iris recognition
Gabor wavelets

Biometric systems

Image Matching
Image matching

Zernike moments
Shape matching
Pose estimation

Shape representation

Outlier Detection
Anomaly detection

Network intrusion detection 
Fraud

Intrusion
Intrusion detection

Clustering
Clustering methods 

Clustering algorithms
Hierarchical clustering

K-means
Agglomerative clustering

Data Stream Miniing
Streaming data

Data stream 
Temporal data 

Continuous queries 
Trajectory data

Social Network Analysis
Online social networks

Social media 
Link analysis 
Communities 

Centrality
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Qualitative Results

*

Dessert Salad Seafood

Cake Ice-cream Pastries *

Seafood
Crabs
Clams

Crawfish
Squid

Shellfish

Pork
Roasted pork
Pork shoulder
Shredded pork

Pork rind
Marinated pork

Soup
Lentil soup
Chowder

Butternut squash soup
 Tom yum soup

Noodle soup

Dessert
Caramel
Pudding

Strawberry
Cheesecake
Chocolate

Beef
Tendon
Tripe

Shank
Sliced beef
Flank steak

Salad
Dressing 

Mixed Greens
Spring Mix

Lettuce
Tomato

Char siu
Char siu

Roasted pork
Minced pork

Pork bun
Xiao long bao

Pork Steak
Pork rib

Pork tenderloin
Chops

Crispy skin
Pork loin

Sausage
Kielbasa sausage

Bacon
Crispy bacon
Sauerkraut

Ham

Crab
Crab

King crab
King crab legs
Snow crab legs

Crab legs

Shrimps
Shrimp

Fried shrimp
Jumbo shrimp

Prawns
Scampi

Oysters
Fresh oysters

Frog legs
Raw oysters

Oyster
Rockefeller

Fish
Seabass
Halibut
Trout
Unagi

Swordfish
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Taxonomy Enrichment: Motivation

q Why taxonomy enrichment instead of construction from scratch?
q Already have a decent taxonomy built by experts and used in production
q Most common terms are covered
q New items (thus new terms) incoming everyday, cannot afford to rebuild 

the whole taxonomy frequently 
q Downstream applications require stable taxonomies to organize 

knowledge
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TaxoExpan: Self-supervised Taxonomy Expansion with 
Position-Enhanced Graph Neural Network [WWW’ 20]

q Two steps in solving the problem:
q Self-supervised term extraction
q Automatically extracts emerging terms from a target domain

q Self-supervised term attachment
q A multi-class classification to match a new node to its potential parent
q Heterogenous sources of information (structural, semantic, and lexical) 

can be used
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Self-supervised Term Attachment

q TaxoExpan uses a matching score for each <query, anchor> pair to indicate 
how likely the anchor concept is the parent of query concept

q Key ideas:
q Representing the anchor concept using its ego network (egonet)
q Adding position information (relative to the query concept) into this egonet

58

Query: “high dependency unit”

“hospital room”

“hospital”
“room”

“intensive 
care unit” 

“low dependency unit”

“operating room”

The ego nodes

“hospital room”

“classroom”

“court”

“gallery”

“area”

“room”
“hospital 

room”

“hospital”
“room”

“intensive care unit” 

“low dependency unit”

Graph Propagation Module

“high dependency unit”

h(0)
a

h(0)
b

h(0)
c

h(0)
d

h(0)
e

gemb
gemb

gemb

gemb

gemb

h(K)
e

h(K)
d

h(K)
c

h(K)
b

h(K)
a

hidden layers
……

hG

Graph Readout Module

grandparent
parent
sibling

position embeddings

C
oncatenation

gemb

a
b

c

d
e

q

hq

Matching Model

query 
representation

anchor  
representation

ni

ai

f(ni,ai)
matching degree

Ego Network 
of Anchor 

Concept ai

Query Concept ni
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Leveraging Existing Taxonomy for 
Self-supervised Learning

q How to learn model parameters without relying on massive human-
labeled data?

q An intuitive approach
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Existing
taxonomy 1

2 3 4

5 6 7
Query node

Step 1: randomly select a “query
node” in the existing taxonomy

1

2 3 4

5 6 7

True position

1

2 3 4

5 6 7
False position

Step 3a:randomly select afalse position

Step 2: select a local
sub-graph around true

position

1

3

7
6 ,

True example

1

4

7
6 ,

Step 3b: select a local
sub-graph around false

position

False example
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TaxoExpan Framework Analysis

q Case studies on MAG-CS and MAG-Full datasets
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computer security
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operating system flash memorysolid state drive

telecommunications, 
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databasefile record computer science, 
information retrieval 

ciphertwo square cipher, 
transposition ciphervigenere cipher

social graph world wide web, the internet social network
computer securityinternet privacy, hackeremail hacking
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hardware obfuscation embedded system, hardware reverse engineering

skip listdata structure, computer sciencez order curve
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TaxoEnrich: Self-Supervised Taxonomy Completion 
via Structure-Semantic Representations [WWW’22]

q Extra semantic information
q Taxonomy-contextualized embedding
q Layer-aware representation

LSTM
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